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 Lesson One = 
Lessons One introduces the Numbers 1,2, and 3.
Therefore, is it perfectly acceptable for you to teach the times:  1, 2, and 3.

Download, laminate and cut-out the clock and hands. 
Put together with a paper fastener and have a hole large enough in the center 
that the hands can be moved around.

When the student has learned these three numbers, show him the clock.
Point out that these three numbers are on the clock.  

Show the hands and and tell him that with these hands we can tell the time.

Explain that the long hand in the minute hand and the short one the hour hand.

Place the hands on the clock and arrange them to show one o'clock.

Then, two o'clock; then three o'clock.

Ask the student what the difference is between the hours?  How were the hands 
arranged differently?

Allow him to play with the clock, arranging one, two or three o'clock in random
order.  

ADD TELLING TIME to the CALENDAR ROUTINE 
at the beginning of the Lessons.

   Lesson Four =

In this lesson the numerals 4 & 5 are introduced.  

Add four o'clock and five o'clock to the child's knowledge of time.

Point out to him when it is one, two, three, four or five o'clock in the afternoon.

    Lesson Twelve =

In this lesson 6 & 7 are introduced.  

Ass six o'clock and seven o'clock to the child's knowledge of hours on the clock.

As before, let him arrange the hands to show the correct hours as you randomly 
select an hour.  Select three different hour times a day during the beginning 
calendar routine.

It is here that we also introduce the id3ea of AM – ante meridian and PM – post 
meridian.

Meridian means the middle, in this case of the sky and means that the sum is at 
its highest in the sky, at the meridian or middle of the day.



Ante means before – so AM or ante meridian means before the middle of the day.

Post means after –
When you have taught this far

ASK YOUR STUDENT:

WHAT DO YOU THINK PM means?

The Answer:  PM or post meridian means after the middle of the day.

Use Beehive Brain Box Cards to record and learn these concepts.

ASK HIM to tell the difference between 7 AM and 7 PM in what he is
normally doing at those times.

    Lesson Eighteen =

Numerals 8 & 9 are introduced.

Have the student move the hands to show the times of 8 and 9 o'clock.

Have him differentiate 8 Am from 8 PM by what he is normally doing st those 
times.

Do the same with 9 AM and 9 PM.

At the end of the Calendar time, randomly have him practice three times on the 
clock.  Do this everyday as an addendum to the Calendar Routine.

    Lesson Twenty-four = 

Here the concept of 0 or zero is introduced.

Ask why we do NOT have a 0 time on the clock?

    Lesson Thirty-one = 

The number 10 is introduced.

Introduce ten o'clock on the clock as well.

Again, have the student differentiate between 10 AM and 10 PM by what
he is normally doing at each time.

    Lesson Thirty-six = 

Numerals 11 & 12 are introduced.

Have the student form 11 & 12 o'clock on the clock.

At each hour increment of the clock during the day ask the student the time.



Lesson Forty-two = 

In this lesson the student starts learning to count by 10s.  This is perfect for 
telling time.

Help the student figure out the 10 minute increments on the clock by counting to 
10, then 20, 30, 40, 50 and 60.

In this manner he will discover the 10 minute increments, there place and time
AND how many minutes are in an hour!

Consistently have him practice his ten minute increment knowledge at the end of
the calendar routine, by giving him three, ten minute increment times to 
practice each day.  Use different hour each day.

    Lesson Fifty-eight = 

In this lesson the student begins learning how to count by 5s.

This should be immediately applied to the clock, as the numbers on the clock are 
at five minute intervals.

Have the child count the dots and discover this five minute interval phenomenon.

Then, help him count by 5s all the way around the clock.

In the practice seasons after Calendar time, move the hands to three different 
times and five minute increment periods and have him tell you the correct time.

    Lesson Sixty-nine = 

Begin practicing telling the time to the quarter and half hours or 15 and 30 
minutes.  Explain that these are special designations:
15 minutes after the hour is called a quarter past the hour;

and 30 minutes after the hour is called half past the hour.

    Lesson Eighty-eight = 

Teach and begin practicing a quarter to the hour.

Also, practice ANY time, because by now, your student should be able to 
count around the clock without difficulty. 

Practice  - 
an hour time, 
a 10 minute increment time, 
a quarter to or past or half past time, 
a 5 minute increment time

and a minute increment time such as 1,2,3,4 or 6,7,8,9, or 11,12,13 etc on 
through the 50s.

When your student has mastered these lessons, AWARD him/her a 
CERTIFICATE of ACHIEVEMENT
for Learning How to Tell Time


